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gaze, the waters rose no higher, and then slowly began to recede1 ; Nadir
had triumphed where Canute had failed.
The march was resumed as soon as the floods had subsided sufficiently,
and in due course Astarabad was reached, whence Nadir continued his
journey through Ashraf, Sari, 'Aliabad and Zirab towards the Gaduk
Pass. On the 28th Safar, 1154 (ijth May, 1741), he was proceeding along
a narrow road through the thickly-wooded Savad Kuh district, accompanied
by his harem and the quruqchis (harem guards) ; the troops5 as was usual,
were some distance away. Suddenly, a marksman hidden behind a tree
some twenty paces from the road fireci at the Shah as he passed ; the bullet,
after grazing his hand and wounding him in the thumb, embedded
itself in his horse's neck. The animal fell to the ground, bringing the
Shah down with it; it is said that he, with great presence of mind, lay
still on the ground, feigning death, and so escaped a second shot. For a
moment all was confusion, but, when it was seen that he was not seriously
hurt, the eunuchs and quruqchis^ headed by Rida Quli Mirza (who had
hastened up with the rearguard), made a prolonged search in the adjacent
forests. No trace of the would-be assassin could, however, be found,2
and the march was resumed after a brief delay.
Well would it have been for Persia and also for Nadir's reputation
if that bullet had found its intended mark. He was then at the culminating
point of his career. Besides delivering his country from the yoke of the
Afghans, he had humbled the Turks, caused the Russians to give up all
the Persian territory remaining in their power after their voluntary evacu-
ation of Gilan, and had subdued the Bakhtiaris, Abdalis and Ghalzais ;
further, he had despoiled India, and conquered Turkistan, while his troops
had seized part of Arabia, and his fleet, despite some vicissitudes, was be-
coming supreme in the Persian Gulf. His ambition, however, was
boundless, and each new triumph merely whetted his appetite for more.
Hitherto, fortune had been, on the whole, most benign, but a change was
about to set in, and Nadir, during the remainder of his reign, was destined
to bring terrible troubles upon his people and ultimately disaster upon
himself in his endeavours to achieve his aims.
From the Gaduk pass Nadir proceeded to Tehran where he gave audience
to Kalushkin, the Russian Resident, who had just received orders from
St. Petersburg, to assure him of Russia's friendly intentions. This action
was necessary, because Khulafa, the Persian Ambassador at St. Petersburg,
1 K.N., pp. 581 and 582;  see also the T*N.> pp. 226 and 227, and the Baycut, foL 61 (b).
* T.N., p. 228, I have adopted Mirza Mahdi's version in preienence to that of Mnframmad
Ka:?im which, being "based on heaxsay only (as he "was engaged cm a minor campaign in
the Qungrat country at the time), seems somewhat fancfiol and is clearly incorrect in
certain respects (e-g., the place where the attempt was made was, according to him, between
Sari and Ashraf). 'Abdu'l-Kaxim Kashmiri who, lite Mirza Mahdi, was with Nadir's
army, states (fol. 64 (a)) that there were two would-be assassins.

